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researchobjects.org is a community project that has developed an approach to describe and package up all resources used as part of an investigation as Research Objects (RO’s).

RO’s - provide two main features; a manifest - a consistent way to provide a well-typed, structured description of the resources used in an investigation; and a ‘bundle’ - a mechanism for packaging up manifests with resources as a single, publishable unit.

RO’s therefore carry the research context of an experiment - data, software, standard operating procedures (SOPs), models etc - and gather together the components of an experiment so that they are findable, accessible, interoperable and reproducible (FAIR). RO’s combine software and data into an aggregative data structure consisting of well described reconstructable parts.

RO’s have the potential to address a number of challenges pertinent to open research including:
a) supporting interoperability between infrastructures by using ROs as a primary mechanism for exchange and publication b) supporting the evolution of research objects as a living collection, enabling provenance tracking c) providing the ability to pivot research object components (data, software, models) that are not restricted to the traditional publication.

Here we present work towards the development and adoption of ROs:

(i) A series of specifications and conventions, using community standards, for the RO manifest and RO bundles.
(ii) Implementations of Java, Python and Ruby APIs and tooling against those specifications;
(iii) Examples of representations of the RO models in various languages (e.g. JSON-LD, RDF, HTML).